


100% FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

Welcome to Mason Adventures, we’re proud to showcase our world-
class experiences through a multitude of tours, activities and services 
which include the highest level of quality and value found across Bali.

Every tour is tied together by our fleet of GPS-monitored buses, every guest is insured, and 
in the unlikely case of a life-threatening medical emergency, is also covered by our exclusive 
helicopter medical evacuation service. With some of the friendliest and most qualified staff 
in the industry, we are Bali’s safest, most efficient and eco-friendly adventure company, and 

you can always count on us for an unforgettable experience from start to finish.

From the humble beginnings of Yanie’s Restaurant in 1985, when Australian Nigel Mason met 

his Balinese wife Yanie and set up their first business venture together, then kick started the 

island’s adventure industry in 1989 by pioneering the first White Water Rafting & Kayaking 

operation. This was followed by Mountain Cycling and Tropical Trekking over the next few 

years, and in 1997 we rescued the first group of displaced critically-endangered Sumatran 

elephants and initiated the Mason Elephant Park and in 2009 the Mason Elephant Lodge. 

2015 saw the launching of our Helicopter Sky Tours, followed by Jungle Buggies in 2017, 

and most recently the introduction of Mason Chocolates.

Nigel & Yanie Mason with sons Jian & Shan
Company Founders & Operators

Bali’s Longest-Established & Critically-Acclaimed Adventure Tour Operator
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Terms & Conditions:
- Offer can only be claimed after completion of booked tour and cannot be used on the same day.
- Voucher can only be used from the following day after booked tour and is valid for 7 days.
- Applies to rafting, kayaking, cycling, and trekking tours booked direct or through any third party.
- Email address must be provided to our staff at the end of booked tour to receive voucher.
- Transport not included in offer.
- Voucher non-transferable.
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Here are some of our more familiar guests over the years!

AS FEATURED ON
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ENJOY THE ISLAND’S MOST EXCITING & SCENIC RAFTING TRIP

Get wet and wild with the pioneers of Bali’s adventure industry, and enjoy a thrilling 
and scenic journey along the enigmatic Ayung River. Featuring Bali’s longest rafting 
trip starting high in the jungle area of central Bali and exclusively providing the only 
premium experience available on the island from start to finish; including the best 
facilities, equipment, safety, food and service. 

Enjoy exhilarating action along class 2 and 3 rapids with swirling waters, turbulent 
rapids, and sudden adrenaline pumping drops, all the while taking in the lush pristine 
environment, waterfalls, local wildlife, intricate wall carvings, and exotic scenery the 
river has to offer, adding up to an experience you’ll never forget.
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FULL TOUR PRICE ADULT CHILD FAMILY

Prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 995K  695K 2,995K

Over thirty years in the business and we never 
compromise on your safety. Cutting costs on a 
discount rafting trip could potentially only end 
in cutting your holiday short. Every raft comes 
fully-equipped with a first aid kit and rescue 
equipment, as well as our certified medically 
trained and experienced guides who are the best 
in the industry and strictly supervised by skilled 
management.

Bali’s Original Rafting Company since 1989

Unsurpassed Safety Record

Mason Adventures is not responsible for cancellations due to weather or high   
water in the river because of extreme rain. Adult 13yrs - 65yrs; Child 5yrs - 12yrs; 
Family 2 adults & up to 3 children. 

For more details, visit :
masonadventures.com

TOUR INCLUSIONS
+ Modern & Complete Safety Gear
+ Gourmet Buffet Lunch
+ Change Rooms & Hot Showers
+ Electronic Security Lockers
+ Emergency Insurance
+ Exclusive Video Camera

KEY INFORMATION 
• Bali’s Longest Rafting Tour - 12kms
• For Ages 5yr - 65yrs
• Located in Ubud Area
• Tour Duration approx. 3 - 4 hours 
• We Do Not Use Rental Equipment
• Change of Clothes Required
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Chosen by 9 out of 10, 5-Star Hotels & VIP’s (see Page 4)

Bali’s Best Facilities, Equipment, Service & Value



Your rafting adventure starts at the Mason Adventure Centre with our electronic locker and 
bracelet system to safely store your valuables, before getting into something a bit more 
comfortable in our clean changing rooms. You’ll then be transferred in air-conditioned buses 
(not open trucks) to our rafting start point for a custom fit-out of life jackets, helmets and 
paddles, before being led to our deep jungle launch point. Take in the breathtaking views along 
the way with pristine flora and fauna down engineered stairs, complete with stainless steel safety 
handrails all the way down to the river. An expert safety briefing with one of our qualified guides 
will then be demonstrated before taking off on your 2 plus hour exciting rafting journey!
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Bali’s Highest Quality Rafting Experience

RIVER KAYAKING TOUR ADULT

All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 1,150K  

TRY KAYAKING FOR THE ULTIMATE RIVER CHALLENGE 

If you’re an adventure seeker who’s looking for that extra challenge, then why not enjoy the thrills 
and spills of dual inflatable kayaking down the Ayung River! This exhilarating tour puts more of the 
control into your hands as you’re accompanied by one of our expert guides. We recommend some 
previous experience on a kayak, and only available for adults 18 – 50 years old. 

Adult 13yrs - 65yrs; Child 5yrs - 12yrs; Infant 4yrs and under; 
Family 2 adults & up to 3 children 12yrs and under. *At additional cost. 

Fully Trained & Accident Insured
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‘Raft Cam’ Mason Exclusive 

Reunite with your secured 
belongings and have a well-earned 
hot shower with full bathroom 
amenities.

Enjoy our buffet lunch which will 
be waiting for you at our alfresco 
canopy restaurant.

•

•

YOU’RE IN GOOD HANDS
AFTER YOUR TRIP.

After arriving at our river landing 
point, you’ll drop off your rafting 
equipment and be escorted back 
up to the Mason Adventure Centre.

•

Any Size Group Welcome
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“The Best Elephant Park I’ve ever seen!” - Steve Irwin 
   The Crocodile Hunter
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Asia’s First Animal Welfare Certified Elephant Park 

Opened in 1997 and nestled within the hinterlands of Ubud, the Mason Elephant Park was 
created in response to the devastating situation in Sumatra where rampant deforestation and 
poaching has devastated the native elephant population. Our multi-award winning park is 
Bali’s only dedicated elephant rescue facility and supports the island’s largest herd of critically-
endangered Sumatran elephants, where visitors have the rare opportunity to interact and learn, 
while giving the healthy herd a comfortable and safe environment to call home.

We’re incredibly proud to be the first elephant camp in Asia to receive Gold Accreditation
from the Asian Captive Elephants Standards (ACES), an animal welfare enterprise providing 
parks with the methodology to ensure elephants receive the highest level of care through a 
rigorous assessment process, conducted by an experienced team of specialists, veterinarians, 
researchers, and conservationists. ACES firmly believes that if done ethically, tourism can bring 
positive benefits to captive elephant populations and conservation, without compromising 
animal welfare or visitor safety.

Learn
more
here!



None of the elephants at our park were directly taken from the wild, but instead from the Sumatran 
government holding camps where they were captured and held as a result of the dire local situation, 
and typically had an average lifespan of only 3 – 7 years due to mistreatment and inadequate 
facilities. Within their new home in Bali, visitors can see that the elephants feel safe and at ease, as 
they interact with each other and guests while they continue to live a long and healthy life.

Since the beginning, our park has never adopted nor condoned the use of brutal training practices, 
as all methods simply use repetition, reward and patience, similar to common techniques used with 
your household dog or a horse. The park’s successful breeding program has been a testament to 
our philosophy, naturally birthing a number of healthy babies over the years. Normally a difficult 
task for elephants in a captive setting, we feel privileged that it has been such a natural part of life 
for them here, and helps to ensure that this beautiful, critically-endangered species still has a future 
for generations to come.

Bali’s Only True Elephant Rescue Facility

Make some Big New Friends

Elephant Free Roam Area 
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Each elephant has developed a special bond of trust with their caretaker (mahout) that has 
been built up over a number of years. Visitors can see both elephants and mahouts going 
about their daily lives and interacting with each other. Each mahout is responsible for their 
elephant’s health and well-being, and must monitor them closely for any signs of sickness 
or discomfort on a daily basis. 

Every elephant has 24-hour veterinary care, regular health checkups, and a variety of other 
health benefits including such as immunizations, vitamin supplements, and a very well 
balanced diet.
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Meet & Greet our Babies



The local residents of Taro district have wholeheartedly welcomed the elephants into their 
lives for more than 20 years, as the park employs over 90% of staff from the local surrounding 
area. The park receives no private donations or government funding, and by working closely 
together with the locals, the park is able to entirely self-fund itself through daily visitors to help 
ensure a sustainable future for the residents, both big and small.

ETHICAL ELEPHANT RIDES

It must be noted that here at the park we only use specially-designed lightweight teak wood 
chairs which are heavily padded and divert weight away from the elephant’s spine for our 
elephant rides, causing no discomfort or injury to the elephant’s back as well as no irritation 
to skin. Although this may come as a surprise for some, if done ethically, riding an elephant 
actually helps by providing the necessary exercise for its muscles, bone density, foot health and 
overall wellbeing, and the main cause of premature deaths for captive elephants in zoos are 
debilitating foot infections which are a direct result from the lack of stimulation and exercise.

Elephant Welfare & Care
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1  Park Entrance

2  Lodge Reception

3  Park Lodge

4  Elephant Museum & Info Centre

5  Lakeside Restaurant

6  Park Theatre

7  Boutique Gift Shop

8  Photo, Video & Gelato Shop

9  Wellness Centre

10  Wedding Pavilion

11  Elephant Bathing Lake

12  Elephant Tropical Lagoon

13  Elephant Sick Bay 

14  Elephant Shade House

15  Elephant Drinking Pond

16  Palm Grove Feeding Area

17  Treetop Walk

18  Free Roam Area

19  Helipad & Hangar

20  Amazon Fish Pond

21  Art Gallery

22  Guest Car Park

23  Botanical Gardens

24  Observation Area Swing

25  Elephant Resting Pads

26  Baby Elephant Nursery 

27  Tortoise Enclosure

28  Wishing Well

29  Feature Wall & Cave

30  Guest Bungalows

31  Safari Entry & Exit

32  Breeding Area

33  Koi Fish Pond

34  ATM

+ more unique experience 

TOP PARK FEATURES & HIGHLIGHTS
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Lakeside Dining with a View
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An Unforgettable Family Experience 

LANDSCAPED GARDENS & SCENIC WALKS 

The location in central Bali is set within 4 hectares and was specifically chosen for its cooler 
climate and deeply tropical environment. This peaceful landscape is more akin to the elephants’ 
native habitat in Sumatra and helps to keep them comfortable. Once an abandoned rice 
field, over the years the park has been carefully landscaped into a lush botanical setting 
with numerous koi ponds and hundreds of plant species, including one of the largest orchid 
collections on the island.

Visitors are always more than welcome to stay during the day for as long as they’d like, so we 
encourage every guest to take the time to discover, interact, and learn as much as they can 
about our park and Bali’s largest herd of gentle giants.

PARK ADMISSION INCLUDES :  
+ Hand Feeding & Encounters
+ Elephant Museum & Information Centre
+ Elephant Art Gallery
+ Elephant Introduction
+ Park Theatre
+ Elephant Bathing Lake Viewing
+ Botanical Gardens & Orchid Displays

• Opening Hours : 8.00am - 6.00pm
• For All Ages & Wheelchair Friendly
• Located in Taro, Ubud Area
• Stay as Long as You Like
• See page 32 for General Pickup Times 
• Safari Ride NOT Included in Admission 



Treetop Walk for a Bird’s Eye View

AT THE PARK PRICES - General Admission & Elephant Activities

LAKE BATHE 1,065K 810K      - 3,285K

JUMBO WASH 915K 690K      - 2,805K

PARK ADMISSION 395K 240K 120K 1,150K   
  

WASH & BATHE 1,395K 1,075K      - 4,370K

ADULT CHILD INFANT FAMILY

SAFARI RIDE 1,115K 860K 340K 3,340K

KID’S MINI SAFARI      - 495K 275K        -

NIGHT SAFARI  1,180K 885K 340K 3,680K

ALL ACTIVITY PRICES LISTED BELOW INCLUDE 50% OFF ADMISSION

Prices Above DO NOT INCLUDE meals, drinks or hotel transfers.  
See next page for ALL INCLUSIVE TOURS that provide hotel transfers, meals, drinks & insurance.  
High season delays for rides may sometimes be experienced at peak times as preference is given to pre-booked tours.
Adult 13yrs - 75yrs; Child 5yrs - 12yrs; Infant 4yrs & under; Family 2 adults & up to 3 children. All prices in thousand IDR.

To learn more, visit : masonelephants.com/learn    I    Instagram @elephantsbali

THE TREETOP EXPERIENCE

A new addition that gives guests a 
bird’s eye view of the Elephant Park and 
creates a new flow for visitors. It is made 
with Indonesia’s strongest and most 
beautiful wood locally named, Kayu Besi 
(Ironwood).

Watch the healthy herd and the park’s 
other inhabitants going about their day. 
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Our Top 5 Most Popular Day Tours
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NO RIDE PRICE ADULT CHILD FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,195K  795K 3,590K

JUMBO WASH & LUNCH
Hose, wash, scrub, and caress your newfound friend, as you experience a unique connection with 

one of our elephants in a spectacular tropical setting as you get up close and personal.

+  All Park Attractions & Facilities  +  Full Buffet Lunch  +  Elephant Washing  
+  Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers  +  Emergency Insurance  

WITH RIDE PRICE ADULT CHILD FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,445K 1,015K 4,415K

JUNGLE SAFARI RIDE & LUNCH
Walk on the wild side with an informative and scenic stroll atop an elephant through our park and the 

cool Taro jungle. An experience you’ll never forget, interacting and exercising with our resident giants. 

+  All Park Attractions & Facilities  +  Full Buffet Lunch  +  Elephant Safari Day Ride  
+  Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers  +  Emergency Insurance  

FULL TOUR SPECIAL PRICE ADULT CHILD INFANT FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,395K  965K 395K 4,240K

ELEPHANT PARK TOUR 
DOES NOT include Safari Ride 

+  All Park Attractions & Facilities +  Full Buffet Lunch 
+  Insurance & Hotel Transfers  



    

WITH RIDE PRICE ADULT CHILD FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,695K 1,265K 5,290K
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NIGHT SAFARI & DINNER UNDER THE STARS
In the still misty forests of Taro, our elephants take you on Bali’s only twilight elephant trek.

This is followed by an outdoor gourmet set dinner or buffet* in our Palm Grove by the lake.*

+  All Park Attractions & Facilities  +  Set Dinner or Full Buffet*  +  Unique Elephant Interactions 
+  Elephant Safari Night Ride  +  Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfer  

NO RIDE ADULT CHILD INFANT     FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,460K  1,025K 425K 4,460K
WITH RIDE ADULT CHILD INFANT    FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,755K  1,245K 505K 5,380K

NO RIDE PRICE ADULT CHILD FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,450K  1,110K 4,565K

ELEPHANT WASH, BATHE & BREAKFAST
Reserve your exclusive opportunity to wash, bathe and ride bareback atop our elephants as they 

romp and play, splash and dunk in their bathing lake, one of their favorite rituals of the day.

+  All Park Attractions & Facilities  +  Full Buffet Breakfast  +  Elephant Washing & Bathing 
+  Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers  +  Emergency Insurance  

*Dependant on pax or weather permitting

FULL TOUR SPECIAL PRICE ADULT CHILD INFANT FAMILY

‘000’ thousand IDR 1,065K  745K 325K 3,250K



Stay & Play with Bali’s Largest Elephant Herd
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ROOM ONLY INCLUSIONS
+ All Park Attractions & Facilities
 See pages 10-19 for details

+ Elephant Interactions
+ Elephant Viewing Terrace*
+ Mammoths Head Bar
+ Lodge Fitness Gym
+ Wellness Spa Access
+ 20% Off All Mason Adventures

COMPLETE ELEPHANT EXPERIENCE
+ All Park Facilities & Attractions
 See pages 10-19 for details

+ All ‘Room Only’ Inclusions (as featured left)

+ Elephant Bathing Sessions
+ Elephant Safari Ride
+ Elephant Chauffeur Service
+ Full Breakfast
+ 20% Off All other Mason Adventures

For more details, visit : masonelephantlodge.com

LODGE PRICES START AT ROOM ONLY  COMPLETE EXPERIENCE   

Per Night. All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 2,200K   3,650K 
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Consecutive Winner 2016/2017/2018/2019

AN EXTENDED EPIC ENCOUNTER

The Mason Elephant Lodge provides guests with the only opportunity in the world to truly get up 
close, personal, and stay among elephants. Feel like one with the herd as you experience our 5-star 
boutique lodge, featuring 28 distinctive rooms, each with their own elephant decor touches, including 

all the facilities, trimmings and luxury amenities a discerning guest would expect, and more.

For the entirety of your stay, all lodge guests enjoy extra inclusions and benefits, such as open 
access across the entire park to hang out with the elephants at leisure, special ‘lodge only’ areas, 
interactions, and activities, as well as providing the only experience in the world where you can hop 
on an elephant from your doorstep for a gentle stroll down to dinner or into the jungle.

*select rooms only



Bali’s Hottest Driving Experience 
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Only 5 Minutes from the Mason Elephant Park
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A RUMBLE IN THE JUNGLE

Start your engines and get ready to embark on a journey into the jungle to experience Bali’s 
first and only purpose-built ATV track. This thrilling new course, spanning 5km over each lap, 
was crafted with the hardiest adventure seekers in mind to provide an exciting and intense 
driving experience like no other ATV company on the island.

Utilizing our fully-protected Polaris Buggies, guests have the option of choosing between 
single-seated models or to ride tandem with a friend or guide in double-seated models, as well 
as deciding the amount of laps to complete. The challenging and varied trail will make you feel 
like a rally driver, testing your capabilities and leaving you yearning for more.

KEY INFORMATION
• Opening Hours : 8am - 5pm
• Drivers must be 18yrs – 65yrs & have Driver’s License
• Tandem Passengers must be 12yrs+
• Each Lap 5km on Purpose-Built Track
• Lap Session Times depend on Driving Ability & Skill
• Closed Footwear Recommended
• Bring Swimmers if you wish to Swim in Our Pool 

COMPLETE TOUR - 3 LAPS SINGLE SEATER DOUBLE SEATER TANDEM PASSENGER

All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 920K (1 guest)  1,285K (2 guests) 775K (1 guest)

For more details, visit : masonadventures.com

COMPLETE TOUR INCLUSIONS
+ Full Safety Equipment
+ 3 Laps on the Track
+ Access to the Mason Gourmet
   Chocolate Factory Showroom
+ Delicious Lunch 
+ Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers
+ Accident Insurance
+ Use of Swimming Pool



Your adventure starts at the eco-friendly Koko Bambu Restaurant, a beautiful natural structure 

comprised almost entirely out of bamboo, situated in the beautiful rice fields of central Bali. A safety 

video and demonstration will be shown outlining the necessary procedures involved with handling 

the buggies, before helmets with visors are distributed. Then, you’ll get in your vehicle for a briefing, 

before heading off with your guide to tear up the track! All buggies are fitted with custom mounted 

GoPro cameras, so guests have the option of taking  home their action-packed experience. 

Afterwards, you can choose to take some time to relax and enjoy a drink or meal by the pool, 

overlooking scenic rice paddies and the jungle’s edge.

A CHALLENGING EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER
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Certified Roll Cage

Custom Mounted
GoPro Camera

Trail Tuned
Suspension

Automatic
Transmission

Customised Bumper
Bars All Around

3-Point
Seat Belts

Side
Protection

Nets

POLARIS -
World’s #1 ATV Brand

Safety Helmets
Provided

We Take Safety Seriously - Bali’s Only Fully Customised Buggies

2 LAP EXPERIENCE 690K (1 guest) 950K (2 guests) 490K (1 guest)

INTRODUCTORY 1 LAP 490K (1 guest) 690K (2 guests) 390K (1 guest)

EACH ADDITIONAL LAP (after 2) 150K (1 guest) 195K (2 guests) 120K (1 guest)

SINGLE SEATER DOUBLE SEATER TANDEM PASSENGER

The Perfect Add-On to Any of Our Tours 

These prices do not include lunch drinks or hotel transfers.  All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR. High season delays for rides may sometimes 
be experienced at peak times. We reserve the right to refuse any person to drive at any time during the tour for any reason.



See Bali Like Never Before 

*Minimum 6 hours notice required for pre-booked flights. Terms & Conditions apply. We take no responsibility for cancelled flights 
due to weather conditions, maintenance or any other reason that prevents flights from operating, including pilots personal judgement.
**5 passengers ONLY if total weight permits. All prices in IDR.

CONTACT US FOR DETAILS & PRICES
+ Volcano, coastal or other
   scenic flights
+ Air medivacs
+ Hotel & airport transfers
+ Inter-island transfers
+ Marriage proposals & more

The Indonesian archipelago is one of the most breathtaking places in the world, 
from lush rainforests and verdant rice fields, to white-sand and black-sand beaches, 
turquoise blue waters, and even volcanic badlands. Bali and the surrounding islands 
offer uniquely beautiful locales that can only truly be absorbed and experienced 
from the skies, and without a doubt the best way to see it is with the island‘s leading 
helicopter service.

Seating up to 5 passengers, every flight comes included with our Mason Adventure
service and on-land transfers, coupled with comfortable seats, two-way communication 
headsets, and an open cabin offering panoramic views from every seat.
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Journey Through Paradise
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For more details, visit : masonadventures.com     

CYCLING : DISCOVER THE ALLURE OF THIS CAPTIVATING REGION

Get ready to embark on a journey off the beaten track, through some of Bali’s most scenic 

highland locales. Start your ride near the renowned Mount Batur Volcano, overlooking Kintamani 

Lake, and cycle down through 20kms of forest trails, ancient Hindu temples, villages, rice fields, 

and plantations, sampling exotic fruits at their natural source, and finishing off at the beautifully 

eco-friendly Koko Bambu Restaurant and Chocolate Company. This tour can be designed for a 

range of different riding levels for a more adventurous off-road experience.

FULL TOUR INCLUSIONS
+ Modern Mountain Bikes & Helmets
+ Lunch, Mineral Water & Cold Towels 
+ Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers
+ Accident Insurance

KEY INFORMATION 
• Tour Located: Kintamani to Tatag
• Tour Duration approx. 3 - 4 hours
• Closed Footwear Recommended

FULL TOUR PRICE ADULT CHILD INFANT FAMILY

All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 850K  595K - 2,590K

Adult 13yrs - 65yrs; Child 10yrs - 12yrs; Family 2 adults & up to 3 children.



TREKKING : TAKE IN THE SIGHTS & SOUNDS OF PARADISE

Discover the natural beauty of Bali on a scenic trek over the hinterlands through the ancient 

Hindu village of Taro, and its surrounding area. Expert guides detail the culture, customs and 

traditions of Balinese daily life and take you along hidden trails through the jungle where you 

will come across temples, springs and other natural treasures. Enjoy fruits, spices, coffee and 

coconut palms along the way through picturesque rice fields and local hamlets on your way 

to the exotic Koko Bambu Restaurant and Mason Gourmet Chocolate Factory for lunch.

FULL TOUR INCLUSIONS
+ Set Lunch & Mineral Water
+ Refreshing Cold Towels 
+ Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers
+ Accident Insurance

KEY INFORMATION 
• Located in the Taro District
• Tour Duration approx. 3 - 4 hours
• See page 32 for General Pickup Times

FULL TOUR PRICE ADULT CHILD INFANT FAMILY

All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 775K  550K - 2,375K

For more details, visit : masonadventures.com     

Adult 13yrs - 65yrs; Child 10yrs - 12yrs; Family 2 adults & up to 3 children.
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The Exotic Taste of Bali
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CHOCOLATE EXPERIENCE TOUR 
+ Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers
+ Welcome Chocolate drink 
+ Introduction to Chocolate making
+ Lunch with Chocolate desserts
+ 15% Chocolate Showroom discount
+ Make & take home, your own Chocolate bars 
• Tour Located: Ubud & Tatag
• Tour Duration approx. 2.5 hours

FULL TOUR PRICE
All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 950K 

INDONESIAN COCOA MEETS 
EUROPEAN TECHNOLOGY

For almost 30 years the Mason family has been 

synonymous for quality culinary and adventure 

experiences in the heart of Bali. Now that same 

passion, drive and commitment for excellence can 

be discovered in Mason Chocolates. Our chocolates 

are inspired by nature and crafted to perfection 

from bean to bar by our dedicated team of artisan 

chocolatiers, deep in the heart of beautiful Bali. 

Our distinctive and smooth taste comes from a 

culmination of East meets West, combining the 

latest in European chocolate-making technology 

with only the finest organic cacao beans, ethically 

sourced throughout the Indonesian archipelago to 

sustainably create our exclusive ‘tropical blend’.

The Mason Chocolate Factory is located inside 
the stunning eco-friendly Koko Bambu Restaurant, 
situated overlooking scenic rice fields just 3 
kilometers from the famous Mason Elephant Park 
& Resort. The full range is available in our modern 
showroom, where guests can watch, taste and 
purchase from our large selection of pralines, 
truffles, super thins, chocolate coated nuts and 
bars of dark, milk or white chocolate.
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For more details, visit : masonchocolates.com

(5 years up)

(8 years up)

*Weather / Season Dependant   

CHOCOLATE MAKER CLASS
+ Air-Conditioned Hotel Transfers
+ Welcome Chocolate drink
+ Introduction to Chocolate making
+ Lunch with Chocolate desserts
+ 15% Chocolate Showroom discount
+ Make & take home, your own Chocolate bars
   Chocolate truffles & pralines 
+ Visit cocoa plantation
+ In-depth tasting
• Tour Located: Ubud & Tatag
• Tour Duration approx. 4 hours

FULL TOUR PRICE
All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR 1.500K 



Take a Break from the Action

LET US PAMPER YOU

Restore you mind, body and soul and indulge 
your senses at one of our luxurious spas. 
Our Safari Spa is situated at the Mason 
Elephant Lodge, where guests can enjoy 
themselves amongst the sights of placid 
giants. Alternatively, nestled in the Mason 
Adventure Centre in Ubud you can find 
Shinto Spa, Bali’s only authentic Japanese 
themed spa, offering a variety of Japanese 
and Asian inspired natural therapies. 

All of our adventure activities can be 
combined with any of our spa packages so 
you can choose to mix and match action to 
relaxation at your own leisure.

KEY INFORMATION 
• Spa Prices start at 425K (IDR)

• Hotel Transfers Available
• Combination Discounts Available
 See pages 32 - 33 for details

After Rafting Reflexology - 20mins
Indulge your legs on a relaxing adventure of their
own after taking on the river. This offer is exclusively 
reserved for Mason Adventure rafting guests.
Pre-booking recommended, as availability is limited.

Extra 95K (IDR) with any Mason Rafting Trip

For information on this or other packages, contact 

+62 361 721 480 or info@masonadventures.com
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Make That Special Day One to Remember

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS 

Combine romance and mystery with 
the thrill of the wild and exchange vows 
amongst gentle giants. Weddings at the 
Park are celebrated at the resplendent 
elephant-inspired gazebo altar from atop 
a Sumatran elephant. Couples can opt for 
a symbolic Balinese blessing ceremony 
wearing Balinese wedding regalia, or for a 
traditional white wedding with all the classic 
trimmings, including a cake and reception 
for anywhere from two to 250 guests or just 
a simple vow renewal.

Our event planning team can also customize 
adventures and special events for incentive 
groups, meetings, team building, group 
outings, conferences, corporate sales 
programs, or private functions.

For details contact info@masonadventures.com
or weddings@masonadventures.com
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Elephant Park  /  Jungle Buggies  /  Mountain Cycling  /  Tropical Trekking
: Hat + sunscreen + insect repellent + comfortable walking shoes + warm weather clothing

White Water Rafting  /  River Kayaking 
: Sunscreen + change of clothes (swimmers / board shorts / bikinis recommended)
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Book Direct with Us & Be Rewarded

What to bring on your Mason Adventure

ALL OUR TOUR COMBOS INCLUDE :
+ Discounted Price + Air Conditioned Transfers + Entrance
+ Meal + Activities + Facilities + Accident Insurance 

SCAN HERE FOR PICKUP
TIMES FOR EACH ACTIVITY
LISTED ON OUR WEBSITE

TRIPLE ADVENTURE COMBOS       ADULT  CHILD FAMILY

White Water Rafting + Mountain Cycling + Elephant Safari Ride   2,590K 1,800K 7,860K 

Mountain Cycling + Jumbo Wash (with Ride) + Afternoon Rafting     2,630K 1,850K 7,990K

SINGLE SEAT DOUBLE SEAT TANDEM SEAT

White Water Rafting + Jungle Buggies + Elephant Safari Ride 2,600K (1 guest) 4,720K (2 guests) 2,450K (1 guest)

White Water Rafting + Jungle Buggies + Night Safari & Dinner  2,840K (1 guest) 5,300K (2 guests) 2,740K (1 guest)

Bathe & Breakfast (Ride) + Jungle Buggies + Afternoon Rafting 2,790K (1 guest) 5,200K (2 guests) 2,700K (1 guest)



WITHOUT RIDE WITH RIDE
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ELEPHANT PARK COMBOS ADULT CHILD FAMILY ADULT CHILD FAMILY

Elephant Park Visit + White Water Rafting 1,685K 1,180K 5,120K - - -

Elephant Park Visit + Mountain Cycling 1,570K 1,100K 4,780K - - -

Elephant Park Visit + Tropical Trekking 1,500K 1,050K 4,600K - - -

Bathe & Breakfast + White Water Rafting 2,070K 1,520K 6,420K 2,280K 1,650K 6,990K

Bathe & Breakfast + Mountain Cycling 1,950K 1,440K 6,050K 2,150K 1,550K 6,690K

Bathe & Breakfast + Tropical Trekking 1,885K 1,400K 5,890K 2,090K 1,540K 6,500K

Jumbo Wash + White Water Rafting 1,850K 1,260K 5,590K 2,070K 1,450K 6,290K

Jumbo Wash + Mountain Cycling 1,730K 1,180K 5,250K 1,950K 1,360K 5,950K

Jumbo Wash + Tropical Trekking 1,670K 1,140K 5,050K 1,880K 1,330K 5,770K

Elephant Safari Ride + White Water Rafting -  -  -  2,030K 1,400K 6,140K

Elephant Safari Ride + Mountain Cycling -  -  -  1,900K 1,320K 5,800K

Elephant Safari Ride + Tropical Trekking -  -  -  1,790K 1,280K 5,590K

White Water Rafting (Afternoon) + Night Safari (Dinner) 1,990K 1,395K 6,110K 2,320K 1,640K 7,110K

Mountain Cycling (Afternoon) + Night Safari (Dinner) 1,890K 1,330K 5,780K 2,200K 1,550K 6,770K

Tropical Trekking (Afternoon) + Night Safari (Dinner) 1,830K 1,290K 5,600K 2,150K 1,520K 6,590K

RAFTING / CYCLING / TREKKING COMBOS ADULT CHILD FAMILY

White Water Rafting + Mountain Cycling       1,550K  1,080K 4,740K 

White Water Rafting + Tropical Trekking       1,500K  1,050K 4,560K

JUNGLE BUGGY COMBOS
Jungle Buggy Combinations only apply to Adults 18 years & over
Drivers must have a Valid Drivers Licence
All Double Buggy Combo prices includes 2 guests SINGLE SEAT DOUBLE SEAT TANDEM SEAT

White Water Rafting + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 1,525K (1 guest) 2,650K (2 guests) 1,420K (1 guest)

Mountain Cycling + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 1,400K (1 guest) 2,400K (2 guests) 1,300K (1 guest)

Tropical Trekking + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 1,335K (1 guest) 2,350K (2 guests) 1,235K (1 guest)

Elephant Park Visit + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 1,525K (1 guest) 2,665K (2 guests) 1,430K (1 guest)

Bathe & Breakfast (with Safari Ride) + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 2,120K (1 guest) 3,830K (2 guests) 1,995K (1 guest)

Jumbo Wash (with Safari Ride) + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 1,900K (1 guest) 3,410K (2 guests) 1,800K (1 guest)

Elephant Safari Ride + Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) 1,865K (1 guest) 3,320K (2 guests) 1,760K (1 guest)

Jungle Buggies (2 Laps) + Night Safari & Dinner 2,170K (1 guest) 3,935K (2 guests) 2,060K (1 guest)

ADVENTURE SPA COMBOS     ADULT

White Water Rafting + 30min Foot Reflexology at Shinto Spa 1,295K
• Transfers + Rafting + Buffet Lunch + Hot Showers + Reflexology + Insurance

Afternoon Rafting + 60min Treatment at Shinto Spa + Dinner Package 1,775K
• Transfers + Rafting + Dinner + Hot Showers + Choice of one hour Spa Treatment + Insurance

Elephant Safari Ride + 90min Balinese Massage at Safari Spa 1,995K
• Transfers + Entrance + Ride + All Park Facilities + Buffet Lunch + 90min Treatment + Insurance

Elephant Park Visit + 2.5hour Aromatic Massage at Safari Spa 1,845K
• Transfers + Entrance + All Park Facilities + Buffet Lunch + 2.5hour Treatment + Insurance

Elephant Park Visit + 4hour Wild Yam Treatment at Safari Spa  2,455K
• Transfers + Entrance + All Park Facilities + Buffet Lunch + 60min Massage + Body Exfoliation
+ Body Mask + Hydrotherapy Spa Bath + Deep Hair Moisturising Treatment + Insurance

**SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY**
*Terms & Conditions apply. Please enquire for any other combinations. Elephant Safari Rides can be excluded from any combo upon request. 
All prices in ‘000’ thousand IDR. Adult 13yrs - 65yrs; Child 5yrs - 12yrs; Infant 4yrs & under; Family 2 adults & up to 3 children 12yrs & under.
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SUSTAINABLE BALI
SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITIES, ANIMALS & THE ENVIRONMENT 

Beginning in the Ubud area way back in 1989, our philosophy was always to work as 
closely and harmoniously as possible with every Balinese community and every natural 
environment surrounding each one of our areas of operation. Today we employ a large 
local staff and have built up long-established relationships which have helped to ensure 

an ongoing sustainable future for every local village and area.

Our dedication over the years has seen us provide support across a multitude of 
channels. These have included numerous charities, fundraisers, conservation efforts, the 
local Hindu culture, as well as other environmental organisations and incentives, which 
includes our frequent rubbish collection and hazardous debris removal trips along the 

Ayung River, and even planting over a million trees across Bali.

We’ve felt that a big part of our social responsibility involved being able to teach our 
staff to better understand their own responsibilities towards the proper long-term 
development of Bali. To be able to apply this logic to both their professional and 

personal lives, and to realistically assess the benefits and dangers that correspondingly 
come with the island’s evolution, thereby helping to protect the future for their children, 

and the generations of Balinese to come.



EXCLUSIVE RAFTS

It might seem to some that cheaper is just the same, but sometimes cutting costs in 
Bali can only end in cutting enjoyment or even your holiday short. Unfortunately, the 
island has no regulated consumer protection, and visitors can easily be tricked by a 

smiling face with a false promise to be put on sub-standard tours that may potentially 
put them in danger. Freelance agents and drivers will often sell an experience that 
gives maximum commission for themselves, rather than maximum enjoyment, 

safety and value for their guests. Before booking any adventure tour, we strongly 
recommend to do the proper research and weigh the risks for yourself. 

MASON ADVENTURES

World Class Equipment

OTHER OPERATORS
MAY HAVE

Safety
Ropes

Video
Camera

Foot
Cups

Rescue
Equipment

30+ Years of Adventure Experience

Modern & Pristine Facilities

100% Owned & Operated / Full Time Staff

Highest Quality & Value for Money in Bali

Highly Trained Staff & Accredited Guides

Exclusive Inclusions as Advertised

Accident Insurance & Emergency Medivac

Delicious Chef-Prepared Meals + Vegan Options

Longest 12km Rafting Trip + Many Rapids

Exclusive On-Raft Video Recording System

World Standard Equipment & Maintenance

Private Hot Showers with Amenities

Few Years of Experience

Sub-Standard & Unhygienic Facilities

Rental Equipment & Freelance Staff

Commissions Only Based Selling

Unqualifi ed & Unprofessional Guides

Falsely Advertised Facilities

No Insurance & No Operating License

Basic & Unhygienic Meals

Sub-Standard & Unhygienic Facilities

No Dry Bags & Camera Recording

Poorly Made & Unmaintained Gear

Unclean & Unhygienic Bathrooms

No Safety or Rescue Equipment



THE MASON
GUARANTEE

Australian Standards & Management

It is illegal under Indonesian Copyright Law to copy the text or design of this brochure in part or whole. Legal action will be taken against offenders. We 
are not responsible for return times as circumstances beyond our control sometimes cannot be avoided. No bookings should be made for afternoon 
tours if you are departing Bali the same day. Mason Adventures reserves the right to refuse any person or booking. Any hotel agent or freelance can claim 
commission if they are responsible for selling any tour from this brochure. Call 721480 for further information. Prices are subject to change at any time. 

AS FEATURED ON

MASON SERVICE
In 1989 we set the industry standard & since then we’ve continued

to raise the benchmark of providing Bali’s best adventure experiences.

MASON FACILITIES
No competitor comes close to matching our multi-million dollar 

investments in quality equipment & infrastructure.

MASON SAFETY
Take comfort in knowing you’re in the safest hands on the island with

our international-standard protocols, equipment & training programs.

MASON ETHICS
We’ve lead Bali’s sustainable tourism industry by working closely with 

local communities & implementing eco-friendly policies & practices.

MASON VALUE
Don’t compromise on the quality of your holiday. Our philosophy

is simple, we don’t do cheap - we only do better.

mason adventures
mason elephants

i@masonadventuresbal
@elephantsbali
@
@


